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ne day about 10,000 years ago, in a rock shelter near the

Pecos River, an early human inhabitant of what is today
West Texas inserted the bloom stalk of a yucca plant into

one of several holes worn into a fire-starting stick and, holding

the stalk upright, twirled it between her hands, as depicted in the

artist's recreation on the next page. After much effort on the part

of the young woman, as shown here, the friction between the

spinning stalk and the stick produced wisps of smoke, then sparks,

then glowing embers. The woman used the embers to set fire to a

small pile of dried yucca leaves that she had gathered nearby,

Yucca leaves have thin tendrils which, when dry, catch fire readily.

Carefully tended, the leaves could be used to kindle a steady fire
that provided not only warmth, but the means for cooking a meal.

And, importantly, stalks, fire-sticks, and leaves could easily be car-
ried by migratory groups of early humans.

Several yucca-based fire-starter kits, some including bows

used in the place of hands to turn the yucca stalk, have been

found across the American Southwest. These Neolithic (New

Stone Age) kits send us a number of messages about early world
history. Most obviously, early men and women were tool users.

They not only deliberately selected branches, stones, and other
natural objects from the environment, they crafted them into
weapons, utensils, and tools that could be used to ward off ani-
mal and human enemies, hunt, trap, fish, prepare food, and con-
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struct shelters. This capacity to fashion tools distinguishes human

beings from all other animals. Although a number of other ani-

mals, including apes, are tool users, only human beings construct
their tools. By this time, humans had known how to make and use

fire for thousands of years-another discovery unique to humans.

The use of fire for cooking allowed early humans to eat a wider
variety of foods, particularly animal protein.

The toolmakers of the American Southwest lived far from
eastern Africa, where human beings first evolved. Just decades

ago, it was believed that the first humans migrated from north-
east Asia into what is now Alaska only 12,000 years ago. Vastly

improved archeological techniques have recently revealed that
the crossing had been made at least as early as 25,000 s.c.¡. and

that the migrants spread out quickly, probably traveling both

overland and by boat along the Pacific Coast, from Alaska to Chile.

Finally, we know our early ancestors could talk. Human be-

ings had developed what some call the "speech gene" about
70,000 years earlier, vastly improving the species' capacity to
communicate, beyond the sounds and gestures common to a

number of animal groups. Neolithic humans were what we some-

times call "primitive," but they had already experienced a number

of fundamental changes and, in some places, they were poised to
introduce some more. I

Figure 1 '1 Crouching against a wall to shelter the first sparks from wind, a Neolithic woman spins a dried yucca stalk against a much-used
fire-starter to generate heat that wiil kindle a fire on the dried plant material she has placed under the fire-starting stick.

to increasing social stratification, new forms of political organization, increasingly elaborate means
of artistic expression, and more lethal ways of waging wa¡ During these millennia of transition
farming communities occupied only small pockets of the earth's land area and only rarely ventured
out on the sea or large rivers. Pastoral peoples who depended on herds of domesticated animals for
their livelihood occupied a far greal.er share of the space where there was a human presence. An un-
easy balance between the peoples who followed these two main adaptations to the diverse ecosys-
tems in which humans proved able to survive was a dominant feature of the history of the species
and the planet until five or six centuries.

Human Life in the Era of Hunters and Gatherers

The human species has accomplished a great deal in a relatively short period of time. There are sig-
nificant disagreements over how long an essentially human species, asàistinct from other primates,
has existed. However, a figure of 2 or 2.5 million y."r, ..å*, acceptable. This is appråximately
l/4000 of the time the earth has existed. That is, if one thinks of the whole history oi the earth to

about 5 minutes before midnight. Human beings
mmals of any sort have lived. Yet in this brief span
d has spread to every landmass (with the excep-
e, has taken control of the destinies of countless

cks as a species, compared to other existing mod-
wn kind: While some of the great apes, notably
icts can hardly rival human violence. Human ba-
uires some special child-care arrangements and
en. Certain ailments, such as back problems re-

e species. And, insofar as we know, the human
ility of death-a knowledge that imparts some

ng and gathering economies

dominated human history until 9000 B.c.E.

These economies helped propel migration

over most of the lands on earth.

The creation of fire-starters and other tools, including weapons, proved critical to the survival of
early humans and to the development of ever larger communities and eventually whole societies. In
the chapter that follows we will trace the successive stages of the early material and social develop-
ment of the human species. We will explore the technological and organizational innovations that
made it possible for what became the great majority of humans to move from tiny bands of wan-
dering hunters and gatherers to sedentary village dwellers and then the builders of walled cities
with populations in the thousands. More than any other factor, these transformations were made
possible by the development of agriculture that increased and made more secure the supply of food
by which more and more humans could be sustained.

The domestication of animals and the shift to agriculture wás accompanied by major changes
in the roles and relationships between men and women and patterns of childrearing. They also led
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6000 First potter's wheel

5500 Çatal Hüyük at its peak

5000 Domestication of maize

(corn) in Mesoamerica

4000 Yangshao culture in China

4000-3000 Age of innovation in

the Middle East: introduction of
writing, bronze metalwork, wheel,
plow

3500-1800 Civilization of Sumer;

cuneiform alphabet

3100 Rise of Egyptian civilization

2500 Emergence of Harappan
(lndus) civilization

2000 Kotosh culture in Peru

2000 Conversion to agriculture in

northern Europe, southern Africa
1500 Emergence of Shang king-
dom in China; writing develops

1500 First ironwork in the Middle
East

1200 Jews settle near the
Mediterra nea n ; first monotheistic
relig ion

1122 Western Zhou kings

vegetables, worked hardet but there was significant equality between
the sexes based on common economic contributions.

Paleolithic people gradually improved their tool use, beginning
with the crude shaping of stone and wooden implements. Speech de-
veloped with Homo erectus 100,000 years ago, allowing more group
cooperation and the transmission of technical knowledge. By the
later Paleolithic period, people had developed rituals to lessen the fear
of death and created cave paintings to express a sense of nature's
beauty and power (Figure 1.2). Goddesses often played a prominent
role in the religious pantheon. Thus, the human species came to de-
velop cultures-that is, systems of belief that helped explain the envi-
ronment and set up rules for various kinds of social behavior. The
development of speech provided rich language and symbols for the
transmission of culture and its growing sophistication. At the same
time, different groups of humans, in different locations, developed
quite varied belief systems and corresponding languages.

The greatest achievement of Paleolithic people was the sheer
spread of the human species over much of the earth's surface. The
species

human
of Tänz

Figure 1.2 ln Lascaux, France, in 1940, four boys happened upon a long-hidden
cave filled with thousands of complex and beautiful Stone Age paintings like this
one. Most of the paintings are of animals, some of which were extinct by the time
they were painted. No one knows for sure why Stone Age artists painted thesecaused by the need to find scarce food, steadily pushed the human pictures, but they remain a powerful reminder of the sophistication of so-called

reach to other areas. Key discoveries, notably fire and the use of ani- primitive peoples.
mal skins for clothing-both of which enabled people to live in
colder climates-facilitated the spread of Paleolithic groups. The first people moved out of Africa The Spread
about 750,000 years ago. Human remains (Peking man, ]ava man) dating from 600,000 and 350,000
years ago have been found in china and southeast Asia, respectively. Humans inhabited Britain
250,000 years ago. They first crossed to Australia 60,000 years ago, followed by another group 20,000
years later; these combined to form the continent's aboriginal population. Dates of the migration
from Asia to the Americas are under debate. Most scholars now believe that humans crossed what
was then a land bridge from Siberia to Alaska about 30,000 years ago, with several subsequent migra-tion waves until warmer climates and rising ocean levels eliminated the land bridge by 8000 s.c.n.*

s "before the birth of Christ" (r.c.) and after (.t.o., anno Do-
tance in Europe in the 18th century, as formal historical con-
late for Jesus'actual birth). China, Islam, ludaism, and many
n history. This text, like many recent world history materials,
) but changes the terms to o.c.r. ("before the common era")
ntric labeling.

of Human
Populations

2.5 million Emergence of more humanlike

species, initially in eastern Africa

750,000 Further development of human

species into Homo erectus

600,000 Wide spread of human spec¡es across

Asia, Europe, Africa; development of fire use

240,000-100,000 Apparent completion of

basic human evolution; migrations from Africa

begin; Homo sopiens sopiens displaces other

human species

Paleolithic Äge The Old Stone Age ending in
12,000 B.c.E.; typified by use of crude stone tools

and hunting and gathering for subsistence.

Homo sapiens The humanoid species that

emerged as most success[ul at the end of the

Paleolithic period.

25,000 Migration of people from Siberia to tip

of South America

14,000 End of great ice age

1 2,000 Fashioning of stone tools; end of Pale-

olithic (0ld Stone) Age

10,000-B0OO Development of farming in the

Middle East

9000 Domestication of sheep, pigs, goats, cattle

8000 Transition of agriculture; introduction of

silk weaving in China

Distinctive features of the human species account for considerable achievement as well' Like

other primates, but unlike most other mammals, people can manipulate objects fairly readily be-

.u.rr. ãf the grip provided by an opposable thumb on each hand. Compared to other primates'

human bel"gs nã"ã a relativeþ high and regular sexual drive, which aids reproduction. Being omni-

vores, they a=re not dependent exclusively on plants or animals for food, which helps explain why

they can live in so many different climates and settings. The unusual variety of their facial expres-

sions aids communication and enhances social life. The distinctive human brain and a facility for

elaborate speech are even more important: much of human history depends on the knowledge, in-

ventions, and social contracts that resulted from these assets. Features of this sort explain why many

human cultures, including the Western culture that many Americans share, promote a firm separa-

tion between human andãnimal, seeing in our own species a power and rationalit¡ and possibly a

spark of the divine, that "lower" creatures lack'

Although the rise of humankind has been impressively rapid, its early stages can also be viewed

as painfully lãng and slow. Most of the two million plus years during which our species has existed

ur. d.r.rib.d by the term Paleolithic (Old Stone) Age. Throughout this long time span, which runs

until about 14,000 years ago, human beings learned only simple tool use, mainly through employing

suitably shaped rocks and sticks for hunting and warfare. Fire was tamed about 750'000 years ago.

The nature ãf the species also gradually changed during the Paleolithic, with emphasis on more erect

stature and growing brain capacity. Archeological evidence, remnants of tools from early settlements,

also indicates some increas.i in ulr.rug. size. A less apelike species, whose larger brain and erect

stance allowed better tool use, emerged between 500,000 and 750,000 years ago; it is called, appropri-

ately enough , Homo erectus. Several species of Homo erectus developed and spread in Africa, then to

Asia and Europe, reaching a population size of perhaps 1.5 million 100,000 years ago.

Late Paleolithic Developments

Considerable evidence suggests that more advanced types of humans killed off or displaced many

competitors over time, wiich explains why there is only one basic human type throughout the

*orù todu¡ rather than a number of rather similar human sPecies, as among monkeys and apes.

There was also a certain amount of intermarriage. The newest human bteed, Homo søpiens

søpiens, of which all humans in the world loday are descendants, originated about 240'000 years

agã, also in Africa. The success of this subspecies means that no major changes in the basic human

physique or brain size have occurred since its advent.

Even after the appearan ce of Hoffio sapiens saPiens, human life faced important constraints'

people who hunted foód and gathered nuts and berries could not support large numbers or elaborate

sociãties. Most hunting g.orrpi*... small, and they had to roam widely for food. Two people required

at least one square *it. ør survival. Population growth was slow partþ because women breast-fed in-

fants for seveial years to limit their own fertility. On the other hand, people did not have to work very

hard-hunting took about seven hours every tirree days on average. Women, who gathered fruits and

The Toolmaker

Neolithic AgeTransition Phase Metal Age
10,000 B.c.E. 6000 e.c.e. 4000 a.c.p.30,000 B.c.E. 3000 s.c.¡. 2000 s.c.e.2.5 Million s.c.r.
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Map 1.1 The Spread of Human populations, c. 10,000 B.c.E. As the map indicates, Homo sopiens sopiens first emerged in a single core area

in east Africa and then migrated over long periods of time north to the Mediterranean and Europe' east to Asia, and then ultimately across the

seas to the Americas and Oceania.

Sites of early human beings
(Homo habiiis. Homo erectus, Homo sapiens)

Many of the new arrivals quickly spread out, reaching the tip of the South American continent possl-

Uty wittiin a mere thousa'd years.ìetders from China reached Taiwan, the Philippines, and Indone-

sia 4500 to 3500 Years ago.

In addition, soor ufte. this time-roughly 14,000 years ago-the last great ice age ended,

which did wonders for living conditions over much of the Northern Hemisphere' Human develop-

ment began to accelerate. Li the Mesolithic (Middle Stone) Age, a span of several thousand years'

from about 12,000 to 8000 t.c.e., human ability to fashion stone tools and other implements im-

rned to sharpen and shape stone, to make better weapons and cutting

used to make needles anã other precise tools. People built log rafts and

fishing, and manufactured pots and baskets for food storage. Mesolithic

people domesticated more anirnals, such as cows, which again improved food supply' Population

g.o*tfr accelerated, which also resulted in from this period show

frequent bone breaks and skull fractures c

In time, better tool use, somewhat m d still more population

pressure led people in many parts of the world to t lithic (New Stone) Age

?Map f .f ). prom Neolithic people, in turn, came several more dramatic developments that changed

the nature of human existence-the invention of agriculture, the creation of cities, and other fore-

shadowings of civilization, which ended the Stone Age altogether throughout much of the world'

and manipulate tools thus depends directly on what our Stone Age ancestors learned about physi-
cal matter.

However, it was the invention of agriculture that most clearly moved the human species to-
ward more elaborate social and cultural patterns of the sort that people today would find recogniz-
able. With agriculture, human beings were able to settle in one spot and focus on particular
economic, political, and religious goals and activities. Agriculture also spawned a great increase in
the sheer number of people in the world-from about 6 to 8 million across the earth's surface dur-
ing early Neolithic times, to about 100 million some 3000 years later.

The initial development of agriculture-that is, the deliberate planting of grains for later har-
vest-was probably triggered by two results of the ice age's end. First, population increases, stem-
ming from improved climate, prompted people to search for new and more reliable sources of food.
Second, the end of the ice age saw the retreat of certain big game animals, such as mastodons.
Human hunters had to turn to smaller game, such as deer and wild boar, in many forested areas.

Hunting's overall yield declined. Here was the basis for new interest in other sources of food. There
is evidence that by 9000 s.c.¡., in certain parts of the world, people were becoming increasingly de-
pendent on regular harvests ofwild grains, berries, and nuts. This undoubtedly set the stage for the
deliberate planting of seeds (probably accidental to begin with) and the improvement of key grains
through the selection of seeds from the best plants.

As farming evolved, new animals were also domesticated. Particularly in the Middle East

and parts of Asia, by 9000 n.c.r. pigs, sheep, goats, and cattle were being raised. Farmers used
these animals for meat and skins and soon discovered dairying as well. These results not only
contributed to the development of agriculture but also served as the basis for nomadic herding
societies.

The Geography of Early Agriculture

Farming was initially developed in the Middle East, in an arc of territory running from present-day
Turkey to Iraq and Israel. This was a very fertile area, more fertile in those days than at present.
Grains such as barley and wild wheat were abundant. At the same time, this area was not heavily
forested, and animals were in short suppl¡ presenting a challenge to hunters. In the Middle East,
the development of agriculture may have begun as early as 10,000 B.c.E., and it gained ground rap-
idly after 8000 s.c.n. Gradually during the Neolithic centuries, knowledge of agriculture spread to
other centers, including parts of India, north Africa, and Europe. Agriculture also developed inde-
pendently; for example, with the rise of rice cultivation in southeast Asia, from which it spread to
China. Thus, within a few thousand years agriculture had spread to the parts of the world that
would produce the first human civilizations (Map 1.2). We will see that agriculture spread later to
much of Africa south of the Mediterranean coast, reaching west Africa by 2000 n.c.E,, although here
too there were additional developments with an emphasis on local grains and also root crops such
as yams. Agriculture had to be invented separately in the Americas, based on corn cultivation,
where it was also a slightly later development (about 5000 n.c.r.).

Many scholars have termed the development of agriculture a Neolithic revolution. The term
is obviously misleading in one sense: agriculture was no sudden transformation, even in the Mid-
dle East where the new system had its roots. Learning the new agricultural methods was difficult,
and many peoples long combined a bit of agriculture with considerable reliance on the older sys-
tems of hunting and gathering. A "revolution" that took over a thousand years, and then several
thousand more to spread to key population centers in Asia, Europe, and Africa, is hardly dramatic
by modern standards.

Patterns of Change

e in demonstrating the magnitude of change in-
eople per square mile than hunting ever could; it
one area. The system was nonetheless not easy.

f men, than hunting did. Hunting groups toda¡
thwest Africa, work an average of 2.5 hours a da¡
leness. As much as agriculture was demanding, it

w
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The Spread of
Agriculture

Neolithic revolution The succession of techno-
logical innovations and changes in human organi-
zation that led to the development of agriculture,
8500-3500 ¡.c.8.

hunting and gathering The original human
econorn¡ ultimately eclipsed by agriculture; groups
hunt for meat and forage for grains, nuts, and
l¡erries.
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The Neolithic Revolution

Agriculture g mportant changes in human cultures' Human achievements

during the va both fascinating and fundamental, and some points are hotly

debated. Our e society is of course limited, although archeologists have. been

creative in their interpretations of tool remains and other evidence, such as cave paintings and bur-

ial sites, that Stone Age people produced in various parts of the world. What peòple accomplished

during this long period of prehistory remains .rr.ntiul to human life today; our ability to make
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Further Technological Change
Development possibilities among people who b
."-9"q smaller populations who ràsisted or sim
basis-for more rapid change in human .o.i.,i.,
p::p]. for other specializaìions, from which new ideas or technself depended on control over nature that could be facilitated bobjects. For example, during the Neolithic period, farming
grains and seeds, which pro.rrot.d the develãpment of basket_wheel came into existence arc,i:lliJ#lïå,î:1åïï.ïji ;;li::ä,:i.3::î,"i"iil,.ï,;

Much of what we think ,
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their own mark, but th ers in central Asia, made
peoples. Many societies ctions with agricultural
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peoples. 
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".*ïi".i. age of human existencewas*the B_ronze Age. By about 3000 a.c.e., rn.åt*o.king l.,udle East that the use of stone.tools dissipáted, and the longof course, an essentially Neolithic t..d;i;;y'persisred insome agricultural peoples.

result. Like agriculture, knowl
a and Europe.

I tools created_further change, for not only farmers but alsobetter tools. Woodworkin!, fo, .*u_ple, became steaãilybone, and fire in the cuttiig urrd.onrr..ti"g 
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ffi Spreadofagriculture

Map 1'2 The Spread of Agriculture Agriculture appears to have spread in ways similar to human populations, but from a Middle Eastern
rather than African epicenter. And in important cases, particularly in the Americas, a wide range of staple crops were known in only some parts
of the world until Columbus's voyage in the late-1 Sth century brought together the civilizations of the Americas and Afro-Euroasia.

was also rewarding. Agriculture supported larger populations, and with better food supplies and a
more settled existence, agricultural peoples could afford to build houses and villages. Domesticated
animals provided not only hides but also wool for more varied clothing.

We know next to nothing of the debates that must have raged when people were first con-
fronted with agriculture, but it is not hard to imagine that many would have found the new life too
complicated, too difficult, or too unexciting. Most evidence suggests that gathering-and-hunting
peoples resisted agriculture as long as they could. Graduall¡ of course, agriculture diã gain ground.
Its success was hard to deny. And as farmers cleared new land from forests, they automaticaliy drove
out or converted many hunters. Disease played a role: settled agricultural societies suffered from
more contagious diseases because of denser population concentrations. Hunting-and-gathering
peoples lacked resistance and often died when agriculturists who had developed immunity to these
diseases carried them into their areas.

Not all the peoples of the world came to embrace the slowly spreading wave of agriculture, at
least not until very recently. Important small societies in southern Africa, Australia, the islands of
southeast Asia, and even northern Japan were isolated for so long that news of this economic sys-
tem simply did not reach them. The light-skinned hunting tribes of northern lapan flourished until
about a hundred years ago. Northern Europeans and southern Africans converted to agriculture
earlier, about 2000 years ago, but well after the Neolithic revolution had transformed othei parts of
their continents. Agriculture was initiated in the Americas as early as 5000 s.c.¡. and develoied vig-
orously in Central America and the northern part of South America. However, most Indian tribes
in North America continued a hunting-and-gathering existence, sometimes combined with limited
agriculture, until recent centuries. Finall¡ the peoples ofthe vast plains ofcentralAsia long resisted
a complete conversion to agriculture, in part because of a harsh climate; herding, rather thán grain-
growing, became the basic socioeconomic system of this part of the world. From this area would
come waves of tough, nomadic invaders whose role in linking major civilizations was a vital force in
world history until a few centuries ago.

Civilization

Agriculture 
encourased the formation of larger as well as more stable human communities thanl'ad 

txirtrd before Nãorithic times. A ¡; ilr:ìt,hic groups ;.; f";;;; vilrages, parricurarly where
vPportunities 

for fishing were good, as around some of the lakes in switzerland. However, most
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vegetables, worked harder, but there was significant equality between
the sexes based on common economic contributions.

Paleolithic people gradually improved their tool use, beginning
with the crude shaping of stone and wooden implements. Speech de-
veloped with Homo erectus 100,000 years ago, allowing more group
cooperation and the transmission of technical knowledge. By the
later Paleolithic period, people had developed rituals to lessen the fear
of death and created cave paintings to express a sense of nature's
beauty and power (Figure 1.2). Goddesses often played a prominent
role in the religious pantheon. Thus, the human species came to de-
velop cultures-that is, systems of belief that helped explain the envi-
ronment and set up rules for various kinds of social behavior. The
development of speech provided rich language and spnbols for the
transmission of culture and its growing sophistication. At the same
time, different groups of humans, in different locations, developed
quite varied belief systems and corresponding languages.

The greatest achievement of Paleolithic people was the sheer
spread of the human species over much of the earth's surface. The
species

human
of Tanz

Figure 1.2 ln Lascaux, France, in 1940, four boys happened upon a long-hidden
cave filled with thousands ofcomplex and beautiful Stone Age paintings like this
one. Most of the paintings are of animals, some of which were extinct by the time
they were painted. No one knows for sure why Stone Age artists painted these

caused by the need to find scarce food, steadily pushed the human pictures, but they remain a powerful reminder of the sophistication of so-called
reach to other areas. Key discoveries, notably fire and the use of ani- primitive peoples.
mal skins for clothing-both of which enabled people to live in
colder climates-facilitated the spread of Paleolithic groups. The first people moved out of Africa The Spread
about 750'000 years ago. Human remains (Peking man, fava man) dating from 600,000 and 350,000
years ago have been found in China and southeast Asia, respectively. Humans inhabited Britain
250,000 years ago. They first crossed to Australia 60,000 years ago, followed by another group 20,000
years later; these combined to form the continent's aboriginal population. Dates of the migration
from A.sia to the Americas are under debate. Most scholars now believe that humans crossed what
was then a land bridge from Siberia to Alaska about 30,000 years ago, with several subsequent migra-
tion waves until warmer climates and rising ocean levels eliminated the land bridge by 8000 s.c.E.*

s "before the birth of Christ" (r.c.) and after (a.o., anno Do-
tance in Europe in the 18th century, as formal historical con-
late for Jesus'actual birth). China, Islam, Judaism, and many
n history. This text, like many recent world history materials,
) but changes the terms to r.c,t. ("before the common era")
ntric labeling.

of Human
Populations

2.5 million Emergence of more humanlike

species, initially in eastern Africa

750,000 Further development of human

species into Homo erectus

600,000 Wide spread of human species across

Asia, Europe, Africa; development of fire use

240,000-100,000 Apparent completion of

basic human evolution; migrations from Africa

begin; Homo sopiens sopiens displaces other

human species

Paleolithic Age The Old Stone Age ending in
t2,000 B.c.E.; typifìed by use of crude stone tools

rnd hunting and gathering for subsistence.

Homo sapiens The humanoid species that
emerged as most successful at the end ofthe
Paleolithic period.

25,000 Migration of people from Siberia to tip

of South America
'14,000 End of great ice age

12,000 Fashioning of stone tools; end of Pale-

olithic (Old Stone) Age

10,OOO-8000 Development of farming in the

Middle East

9000 Domestication of sheep, pigs, goats, cattle

8000 Transition of agriculture; introduction of

silk weaving in China

Distinctive features of the human species account for considerable achievement as well. Like

other primates, but unlike most other mammals, people can manipulate objects fairly readily be-

.urrr" ãf the grip provided by an opposable thumb on each hand. Compared to other primates,

human beings hãve a relatively high and regular sexual drive, which aids reproduction. Being omni-

vores, they aie not dependent exclusively on plants or animals for food, which helps explain why

they can live in so many different climates and settings. The unusual variety of their facial expres-

sions aids communication and enhances social life. The distinctive human brain and a facility for

elaborate speech are even more important: much of human history depends on the knowledge' in-

ventions, and social contracts that resulted from these assets. Features of this sort explain why many

human cultures, including the Western culture that many Americans share, promote a fìrm separa-

tion between human and animal, seeing in our own species a power and rationalit¡ and possibly a

spark of the divine, that "lower" creatures lack.

Although the rise of humankind has been impressively rapid, its early stages can also be viewed

as painfulþ lãng and slow Most of the two million plus years during which our species has existed

are described by the term Paleolithic (Old Stone) Age. Throughout this long time span, which runs

until about 14,000 years ago, human beings learned only simple tool use, mainly through employing

suitably shaped rocks and sticks for hunting and warfare. Fire was tamed about 750,000 years ago'

The nature of the species also gradually changed during the Paleolithic, with emphasis on more erect

stature and growing brain capacity. Archeological evidence, remnants of tools from early settlements,

also indicates some increases in average size. A less apelike species' whose larger brain and erect

stance allowed better tool use, emerged between 500,000 and 750,000 years ago; it is called, appropri-

ately enough , Homo erectus. Several species of Homo erectus developed and spread in Africa, then to

Asia and Europe, reaching a population size of perhaps 1.5 million 100'000 years ago.

Late Paleolithic Developments

Considerable evidence suggests that more advanced types of humans killed off or displaced many

competitors over time, which explains why there is only one basic human type throughout the

worlã today, rather than a number of rather similar human species, as among monkeys and apes.

There was also a certain amount of intermarriage. The newest human breed, Homo sapiens

søpìens, of which all humans in the world today are descendants, originated about 240,000 years

ago, also in Africa. The success of this subspecies means that no major changes in the basic human

physique or brain size have occurred since its advent.

Èven after the appearance of Homo sapiens sopiens, human life faced important constraints'

people who hunted food and gathered nuts and berries could not support large numbers or elaborate

societies. Most hunting grorrpi-*... small, and they had to roam widely for food, Two people required

at least one square mile ior survival. Population growth was slow, partly because women breast-fed in-

fants for seveial years to limit their own fertility. On the other hand, people did not have to work very

hard-hunting took about seven hours every tirree days on avetage.Women' who gathered fruits and

The Toolmaker

Neolithic AgeTransition Phase Metal Age
10,000 B.c.E. 600O e.c.¡.30,000 B.c.E. 4000 e.c.r 3000 B.c.E.2.5 Million s.c.E. 2000 B.c.E.
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and manipulate tools thus depends directly on what our Stone Age ancestors learned about physi-
cal matter.

However, it was the invention of agriculture that most clearly moved the human species to-
ward more elaborate social and cultì.rral patterns of the sort that people today would find recogniz-

able. With agriculture, human beings were able to settle in one spot and focus on particular
economic, political, and religious goals and activities.Agriculture also spawned agreaf increase in
the sheer number of people in the world-from about 6 to 8 million across the earth's surface dur-
ing early Neolithic times, to about 100 million some 3000 years later.

The initial development of agriculture-that is, the deliberate planting of grains for later har-
vest-was probably triggered by two results of the ice age's end. First, population increases, stem-

ming from improved climate, prompted people to search for new and more reliable sources of food.
Second, the end of the ice age saw the retreat of certain big game animals, such as mastodons.

Human hunters had to turn to smaller game, such as deer and wild boar, in many forested areas.

Hunting's overall yield declined. Here was the basis for new interest in other sources of food. There

is evidence that by 9000 s.c.¡., in certain parts of the world, people were becoming increasingly de-

pendent on regular harvests ofwild grains, berries, and nuts. This undoubtedly set the stage for the
deliberate planting of seeds (probably accidental to begin with) and the improvement of key grains

through the selection of seeds from the best plants.
As farming evolved, new animals were also domesticated. Particularly in the Middle East

and parts of Asia, by 9000 n.c.n, pigs, sheep, goats, and cattle were being raised. Farmers used
these animals for meat and skins and soon discovered dairying as well. These results not only
contributed to the development of agriculture but also served as the basis for nomadic herding
societies.

The Geography of Early Agriculture

Farming was initially developed in the Middle East, in an arc of territory running from present-day
Turkey to Iraq and Israel. This was a very fertile area, more fertile in those days than at present.
Grains such as barley and wild wheat were abundant. At the same time, this area was not heavily
forested, and animals were in short supply, presenting a challenge to hunters. In the Middle East,
the development of agriculture may have begun as early as 10,000 B.c.E., and it gained ground rap-
idly after 8000 s.c.¡. Gradually during the Neolithic centuries, knowledge of agriculture spread to
other centers, including parts of India, north Africa, and Europe. Agriculture also developed inde-
pendently; for example, with the rise of rice cultivation in southeast Asia, from which it spread to
China. Thus, within a few thousand years agriculture had spread to the parts of the world that
would produce the first human civilizations (Map 1.2). We will see that agriculture spread later to
much of Africa south of the Mediterranean coast, reaching west Africa by 2000 s.c.e., although here
too there were additional developments with an emphasis on local grains and also root crops such
as yams. Agriculture had to be invented separately in the Americas, based on corn cultivation,
where it was also a slightly later development (about 5000 s.c.r.).

Many scholars have termed the development of agriculture a Neolithic revolution. The term
is obviously misleading in one sense: agriculture was no sudden transformation, even in the Mid-
dle East where the new system had its roots. Learning the new agricultural methods was difficult,
and many peoples long combined a bit of agriculture with considerable reliance on the older sys-
tems of hunting and gathering. A "revolution" that took over a thousand years, and then several
thousand more to spread to key population centers in Asia, Europe, and Africa, is hardly dramatic
by modern standards.

Patterns of Change

te in demonstrating the magnitude of change in-
eople per square mile than hunting ever could; it

n one area. The system was nonetheless not easy.

of men, than hunting did. Hunting groups toda¡
thwest Africa, work an average of 2.5 hours a da¡
leness. As much as agriculture was demanding, it

w
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The Spread of
Agriculture

Neolithic revolution The succession of techno-
logical innovations and changes in human organi-
zation that lcd to the development of agriculture,
8500-3500 B.c.E.

hunting and gathering The origìnal hurnan
econom¡ ultimately eclipsed by agriculture; groups
hunt for meat and forage for grains, nnts, and
berries,
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Map 1.1 The Spread of Human populations, c. 10,000 B.c.E. As the map indicates, Homo sopiens sopiens first emerged in a single core area

in east Africa and then migrated over long periods of time north to the Mediterranean and Europe, east to Asia, and then ultimately across the

seas to the Americas and Oceania'

Many of the new arrivals quickly spread out, reaching the tip of the South American continent possl-

Uty íitnin a mere thousand years. Settlers from China reached Taiwan, the Philippines' and Indone-

sia 4500 to 3500 years ago' 
,r,, r ¿ nno 1¡p4¡q 2s6-fl led,

In addition, ,ooí uft.. this time-roughly 14,000 years ago-the last great ice age enc

which did wonders for living conditions over much of the Northern Hemisphere' Human develop-

ment began to accelerate. Ii the Mesolithic (Middle Stone) Age, a span of several thousand years'

from about 12,000 to 8000 ¡.c.¡., human ability to fashion stone tools and other implements im-

weapons.
rate iocial organization, and still more population

pressure led people in many parts of the world to the final Stone Age-the Neolithic (New Stone) Age

(Map 1.1). From Neolithic people, in turn, came several more dramatic developments that changed

the nature of human existence-the invention of agriculture, the creation of cities, and other fore-

shadowings of civilization, which ended the Stone Age altogether throughout much of the world'

ÍhdÑeolithic revolution centered on the

development of agriculture.

The Neolithic Revolution

Agriculture g of important changes in human cultures'

duringthevaarebothfascinatingandfundamental,and
debated. Our e Age society is of course limited' although a

creative in their interpretations of tool remains and other evidence,

ial sites, that Stone Age people produced in various parts of the wo

during this long peri,oðof prehistory remains essential to human
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BronzeAge From about 4000 ß.c.¡., when bronze
tools were first introduced in the Middle East, to
about 1500 n.c.e., rvhen iron began to replace it.
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Further Technological Change

Development possibilities among people who became agriculturists were more obvious than those

among smaller populations who resisted or simply did not know of the system. Agriculture set the

basis for more rapid change in human societies. Greater wealth and larger populations freed some

people for other specializations, from which new ideas or techniques might spring. Agriculture it-

self depended on control over nature that could be facilitated by newly developed techniques and

objects. For example, during the Neolithic period, farming people needed storage facilities for

grains and seeds, which promoted the development of basket-making and pottery. The first potter's

wheel came into existence around 6000 n.c.n., and this, in turn, encouraged faster and higher-

quality pottery production. Agricultural needs also encouraged certain kinds of science, supporting

the human inclination to learn more about weather or flooding'
Much of what we think of as human history involves the doings of agricultural societies-

societies, that is, in which most people are farmers and in which the production of food is the

central economic activity. Nonagricultural groups, like the nomadic herders in central Asia, made

their own mark, but their greatest influence usually occurred in interactions with agricultural

peoples. Many societies remain largely agricultural today. The huge time span we have thus far

considered, including the Neolithic revolution itsell is all technically "prehistorical"-involved

with human patterns before the invention of writing allowed the kinds of recordkeeping histori-

ans prefer. In fact, since we now know how to use surviving tools and burial sites as records, the

prehistoric-historic distinction means less than it once did. The preagricultural-agricultural dis-

tinction is more central. Fairly soon after the development of agriculture-although not, admit-

tedl¡ right away-significant human change began to occur in decades and centuries, rather

than in the sizeable blocks of time, several thousand years or more, that describe preagricultural

peoples.

Indeed, one basic change took place fairly soon after the introduction of agriculture, and,

again, societies in the Middle East served as its birthplace. The discovery of metal tools dates back to

about 4000 B.c.E. Copper was the first metal with which people learned how to work, although a

more resilient metal, bronze, soon entered the picture. In fact, the next basic age of human existence

was the Bronze Age. By about 3000 ¡.c.E., metalworking had become so commonplace in the Mid-
dle East that the use of stone tools dissipated, and the long stone ages were over at last-although,
of course, an essentially Neolithic technology persisted in many parts of the world, even among

some agricultural peoples.
Metalworking was extremely useful to agricultural or herding societies. Metal hoes and other

tools allowed farmers to work the ground more efficiently. Metal weapons were obviously superior
to those made from stone and wood. Agricultural peoples had the resources to free up a small num-
ber of individuals as toolmakers, who would specialize in this activity and exchange their products
with farmers for food. Specialization of this sort did not, however, guarantee rapid rates of inven-
tion; indeed, many specialized artisans seemed very conservative, eager to preserve methods that
had been inherited. But specialization did improve the conditions or climate for discover¡ and the
invention of metalworking was a key result. Like agriculture, knowledge of metals gradually fanned
out to other parts of Asia and to Africa and Europe.

Graduall¡ the knowledge of metal tools created further change, for not only farmers but also

manufacturing artisans benefited from better tools. Woodworking, for example, became steadily
more elaborate as metal replaced stone, bone, and fire in the cutting and connecting of wood. We
are still living in the metal ages toda¡ although we rely primarily on iron-whose working was in-
troduced around 1500 s.c.E. by herding peoples who invaded the Middle East-rather than copper
and bronze.

Civilization

Agriculture encouraged the formation of larger as well as more stable human communities than
nad existed before Neolithic times. A few Mesolithic groups had formed villages, particularly where
opportunities for fishing were good, as around some of the lakes in Switzerland. However, most
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Map 1.2 The spread of Agricurture Agriculture appears to have spread in ways similar to human populations' but from a Middle Eastern

rather than African epicenter. And ir important.rr.r, prrt¡.ularly in the Americas, a wide range of staple crops were known in only some parts

of the world until columbus,s voyage in the late-1 sth lentury bråught together the civilizations of the Americas and Afro-Euroasia'

was also rewarding. Agriculture supported larger populations'.and with better food supplies and a

more settled existence, .il;ir;;"i;.ople, coild ärøta to build houses and villages' Domesticated

animals provided not only hides but also wool

We know next to nothing of the debate

isease played a role: settled agricu ed from

of denser population concentrat athering

died when agriculturists who had to these

as'

Not all the peoples of the world came to embrace the slowly spreading wave of agriculture' at

least not until very recentþ Important small societies in southern Africa' Australia' the islands of

southeast Asia, and even northern |apan were is '

tem simply did not reach them' The light-skinne

about a hundred years ago. Northern Europea

earlier, about 2000 years ago' but well after the N

their continents. Agriculture was initiated in the

orously in Central America and the northern p

in North America continued a hunting-and-gat

agriculture, until
a complete conve

growing, became

come waves of to

world history until a few centuries ago'

mergence of civilization occurred

in many though not all agricultural

societies.
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Egypt, the lndus River basin, and Chìna.
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Figure 1.4 This artist's rendering depicts the ancient settlement at Çatal Hüyük, in what is now southern

Turkey. Movement within the settlement was mainly across the roofs and terraces ofthe houses. Because each

dwelling had a substantial storeroom for food, the settlement was often the target of attacks by outsiders. As

the painting shows, the houses werejoined together to provide protection from such attacks; when the outside

entrances were barricaded, the complex was transformed into â fortress.

Defìning Civilization

Unlike an agricultural societ¡ which can be rather precisely defined, civilization is a more subjec-
tive construct. Some scholars prefer to define civilizations only as societies with enough economic
surpluses to form divisions of labor and a social hierarchy involving significant inequalities. This is
a very inclusive definition, and under it most agricultural societies and even some groups like
North American Indians who combined farming with hunting would be drawn in. Others, how-
ever, press the concepts of civilization further, arguing, for example, that a chief difference between
civilizations and other societies (whether hunting or agricultural) involves the emergence of formal
political organizations, or states, as opposed to dependence on family or tribal ties. Most civiliza-
tions produce political units capable of ruling large regions, and some characteristically produce
huge kingdoms or empires.

The word civilization itself comes from the Latin term for city, and in truth most civilizations
do depend on the existence of significant cities. In agricultural civilizations, most people do not live
in cities. But cities are crucial because they amass wealth and power, and they allow the rapid ex-
change of ideas among relatively large numbers of people, thereby encouraging intellectual thought
and artistic expression. Cities also promote specialization in manufacturing and trade and encour-
age the emergence of centers of political power.

Most civilizations developed writ nce of cuneiform (þoo-NAY-
uh-form) (writing based on wådgelike st around 3500 s.c.e. Societies
that employ writing can organize more because of their ability to send

civilization Societies distinguished by reliance on
sedentary agriculture, ability to produce food sur-
pluses, and existence of nonfarming elites, as well
as merchant and manufacturing groups.

cuneiform [kyoo-NAY-uh-form] A form of
writing developed by the Sunerians using a

wedge-shaped stylus and clay tablets.

by organized human inquir¡ or "rationally," and less by a host of spiritual beliefs. In all
civilizations-that is, in all human history until less than 200 years ago-only a minority
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A sYstem of cultiva-
torsi forest floors
d.

hunting peoples moved in relatively small gr

60 individuals, and they could not settle in a

culture, these constraints changed' To be sure' so

tem called slash andburn agriculture existed in

American South, until about 150 years ago' Here

s dePlet<

also mo'
a vital development in Central Asia' the Middle East' the

Sudan and elsewhere.

rl Alevelofsocial on-

ng of 20 to 30 PeoPl
rerers; labor divided

Settled Societies

The Neolithic

Eil
The major agricultural regions, however, involved more Permanent settlements. There were advan-

Village tages to staying puil houses could be built to last, wells built to bring up water, and other "exPensive"

improvements afforded because theY would serve many generations. In the Middle East, China, and

parts of Africa and India, a key incentive to stability was the need for irrigation devices to channel

river water to the fìelds. This same need helps explain why agriculture generated communities and

not a series of isolated farms. Small groups simply could not regulate a river's flow or build and

maintain irrigation ditches and sluices. Irrigation and defense encouraged villages-grouPings of

several hundred PeoPle-as the characteristic Pattern of residence in almost all agricultural societies

talHüylik Ikah-THAL HOHY-uhk] EarlY
from Neolithic daYs until our own century. Neolithic settlements spread widely in agricultural soci-

ran cultu¡e based on sedentary agriculture; lo-
founded as agriculture spread to regions such as northern Europe, as

ed in modern southern TurkeY; was larger in eties. New ones continued to be
pulation than Jericho, had greater

I stratification.

degree of so-
late as 1500 n.c.n' (Figure 1'3)

One Neolithic village, Çatal Hüyfü (kah-THAL HOHY-uhk) in

southern Turke¡ has been elaborateþ studied by archeologists. It was

founded about 7000 s'c.n' and was unusually Iarge, covering about

32 acres. Houses were made of mud bricks set in timber frameworks,

crowded together, with few windows. PeoPle seem to have spent a good

bit of time on their rooftops in order to experience daylight and make so-

cial contacts-many broken bones attest to frequent falls. Some houses

were lavishly decorated, mainlY with hunting scenes. Religious images,

both of powerful male hunters and "mother goddesses" devoted to agri-

cultural fertility, were common, and some people in the village seem to

have had special religious responsibilities. The village produced almost all

the goods it consumed. Some trade was conducted with hunting peoples

who lived in the hills surrounding the village, but apparentþ it was initi-

ated more to keeP the peace than to Produce economic gain (Figure 1'4)

By 5500 s.c.e., imPortant production activities developed in the village'

including those of skilled toolmakers and jewelers. With time also came

links with other communities. Large villages like Çatal Hüyuk ruled over

smaller communities. This meant that some families began to specialize

in politics, and militarY forces were organized. Some villages became

small cities, ruled bY kings who were typicalþ given divine status'

By 3000 B.c.E., çatal HüYük had become part of a civilization. Al-

though many of the characteristics of civilization had existed by 6000 or

5000 B.c.E. in this Middle Eastern region, the origins of civilization'

Fig ure 1.3 Skara Brae, located in the Orkney lslands off the coast of strictþ speaking, aPProximatelY date to onlY 3500 s.c.e. The first civt-

icotla nd, is an excellent example of a late Neolithic settlement' lt dates from lization arose in the Middle East along the banks of the Tigris and Eu-

I 500 B.c.E. Houses included special storage areas for grain, water, and other
phrates rivers. Another center of civilization started soon thereafter in

essentials. Most were centered on clay or stone hearths that were ventilated
northeast Africa (EgYPt)' and a third by around 2500 s.c.¡. along the

through a hole in the roof or built into the wall' More dependable and varied
banks of the Indus River in northwestern India. These three earlY cen-

food supp lies and sturdy houses greatly enhanced the security and comfort
ters of civilization had some interaction. The fourth and fifth earþ civi-

of the people who lived in these settlements' Better conditions spurred
lization centers' a bit later

higher birth râtes and lowered mortality rates, at least in times when crop

yields were high. China and Central America.
and considerably more separate, arose ln
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Mesopotamia Literally "between the rivers"; the
civilizations that arose in the aìluviaì plain ol the
Tigris and Euphrates river valleys.

Sumerians People who migrated into
Mesopotamia c.4000 B.c.[.; created first civilization
within region; organized area into city-states.

ziggurats [ZlG-uh-rat] Massivetowersusually
associated with Mesopotatnian temple complexes.

Lads Cattle and sheep-her<lirrg societies uor-

v [oun<1 ou the fringes of civìlize<l societies;

ílonly re[errecl to as "barbariari'by civilized

:ties.

of people was literate, and usually that was a small

¿iá make a difference in such societies'

Since civilizations employ writing and are b

ering societies' Therefore, the history of civiliza-

ies when theY were surrounded bY

lacking in civilization' The ancient

eed, theY were Prone to regard all

this, it is easy to think of much human history as

divided between civilizations and primitive nom

Such a distinction is incorrect, however' ancl

civilization. In the first place, like agriculture' civiliz

moved toward civilization, distinctions based on s

have firmer class or cast

mote greater seParation

warlike, and there is gr

in the American Southwest, are based at least i

hunting-gathering societies treat old people cr

ward elders than most civilizations do' Many
d at the insistence of European set-

h us and unnecessary' A fascinating'

i g whether or not the civiliz'ation

ue that the develoP

most nge and Political or

tions aborate artistic and

is in g and in which it legitimately commands the atten-

tion of most historians' e first center
Civilizat that the fuel

of coPPer Pro e agriculture
supply was de

needed to support Indus River cities opened the land to erosion and flooding because of overuse of
the soil and removal of trees.

Having started in 3500 s.c.p., civilization developed in its four initial centers-the Middle East,

Egypt, northwestern India, and northern China-over the following 2500 years. (An early civiliza-

tion would also emerge in Central America, though slightly later in time.) These areas covered only a

tiny portion of the inhabited parts of the world, although they were the most densely populated.

Such early civilizations, all clustered in key river valleys, were in a way pilot tests of the new form of
social organization. Only after about 1000 n.c.E. did a more consistént process of development and

spread of civilization begin-and with it came the main threads of world history. However, the great

civilizations unquestionably built on the achievements of the river valley pioneers, and so some un-

derstanding of this contribution to the list of early human accomplishments is essential.

Tigris-Euphrates Civilization

The most noteworthy achievements of the earliest civilizations were early versions of organizational

and cultural forms that most of us now take for granted: writing, formal codes of law, city planning

and architecture, and institutions for trade, including the use of money. Once developed, most of
these building blocks of human organization did not have to be reinvented, although in some cases

they spread only slowly to other parts of the world.
It is not surprising then, given its lead in agriculture, metalworking, and village structure, that

the Middle East generated the first example of human civilization. Indeed, the first civilization,
founded in the valley of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers in a part of the Middle East long called

Mesopotamia (Map 1.3), forms one of only a few cases of a civilization developed absolutely from
scratch-and with no examples from anyplace else to imitate. (Chinese civilization and civilization
in Central America also developed independently.) By 4000 s.c.¡., the farmers of Mesopotamia

were familiar with bronze and copper and had already invented the wheel for transportation. They

had a well established pottery industry and interesting artistic forms. Farming in this area, because

of the need for irrigation, required considerable coordination among communities, and this in turn
served as the basis for complex political structures.

By about 3500 s.c.¡., a people who had recently invaded this region, the Sumerians, devel-

oped a cuneiform alphabet, the first known case of human writing. Their alphabet at first used dif-
ferent pictures to represent various objects but soon shifted to the use of geometric shapes to
symbolize spoken sounds. The early Sumerian alphabet may have had as many as 2000 such sym-

bols, but this number was later reduced to about 300. Even so, writing and reading remained com-
plex skills, which only a few had time to master. Scribes wrote on clay tablets, using styluses shaped

quite like the modern ballpoint pen.
Sumerian art developed steadil¡ as statues and painted frescoes were used to adorn the tem-

ples of the gods. Statues of the gods also decorated individual homes.
Sumerian science aided a complex agricultural societ¡ as people sought
to learn more about the movement of the sun and stars-thus founding
the science of astronomy-and improved their mathematical knowl-
edge. (Astronomy defined the calendar and provided the astrological
forecasts widely used in politics and religion.) The Sumerians employed
a system of numbers based on units of 10, 60, and 360 that we still use
in calculating circles and hours. In other words, Sumerians and their
successors in Mesopotamia created patterns of observation and abstract
thought about nature that a number of civilizations, including our own,
still rely on, and they also introduced specific systems, such as charts of
major constellations, that have been current at least among educated
people for 5000 years, not only in the Middle East, but by later imitation
tn lndia and Europe as well.
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lesopotamia in MaPs

rroughout their centuries of existence' the Mesopotamian civi-

"ri"it 
,"¿fly expandecl from their roots in the fertile valley be-

;;h; ü.i, unã e"pntates Rivers' Reading the maps can help

.fiain the t-tä,.t." of the civilizations in the region'

enforce its duties; it also provided a court system in the interests of justice. Kings were originally
rnilitary leaders during times of war, and the function of defense and war, including leadership of a

trained arm¡ remained vital in Sumerian politics. Kings and the noble class, along with the priest-

hood, controlled considerable land, which was worked by slaves. Thus began a tradition of slavery

that would long mark Middle Eastern societies. Warfare remained vital to ensure supplies of slaves

taken as prisoners during combat. At the same time, slavery was a variable state of existence, and

many slaves were able to earn money and even buy their freedom.

The Sumerians added to their region's agricultural prosperity not
only by using wheeled carts but also by learning about fertilizers and by

adopting silver as a means of exchange for buying and selling-an early .r(,¿ir..t¡(,.(, s.¿
form of money. However, the region was also hard to defend and proved a

constant temptation to outside invaders from Sumerian times to the pres-

ent. The Sumerians themselves fell to a people called the Akkadians, who

continued much of Sumerian culture. Another period of decline was fol-
lowed by conquest by the Babylonians, who extended their own empire

and thus helped bring civilization to other parts of the Middle East. It was

under Babylonian rule that the king Hammurabi introduced the most fa-

mous early code of law, boasting of his purpose: "to promote the welfare of
the people, I, Hammurabi, the devout, god-fearing prince, cause justice to
prevail in the land by destroying the wicked and the evil, that the strong
might not oppress the weak." Hammurabi's code established rules of proce-

dure for courts of law and regulated property rights and the duties of fam-
ily members, setting harsh punishments for crimes.

For many centuries during and after the heyday of Babylon, peace

and civilization in the Middle East were troubled by the invasions of hunt-
ing and herding groups. Indo-European peoples pressed in from the north,
starting about 2100 e.c.¡. In the Middle East itself, invasions by Semitic
peoples from the south were more important, and Semitic peoples and lan-
guages increasingly dominated the region. The new arrivals adopted the
culture of the conquered peoples as their own, so the key features of the civ-
iliz-ation persisted. But large political units declined in favor of smaller city-
states or regional kingdoms, particularly during the centuries of greatest

turmoil, between 1200 and 900 B.c.E. Thereafter, new invaders, first the As-
syrians and then the Persians, created large new empires in the Middle East.

Chapter 1 . From Human Prehistory to the Early Civilizations 2l

Kush An African state th.ìt cleveloped along the
upper reaches oI the Nile c. 1000 ¡.c.u.; conquered
Egypt and r uled it lor sevcr.rl ccnluries

Hammurabi's
Law Code

QUESTIONS What do these maps suggest ãbout the relationship

bìt*..,, Mesopotamian civilizations ãnd the topography of the

Middle East? Does geography suggest reasons for invasion and po-

iiiical instability ln it iscivilization center? Did later empires in the

region have the same relationship to river valleys ^ qt9:T t1*:
,tít..i Wttut were the potential contacts between Mesopotamra

un¿ ottt", river valley civilization centers? Why has the Middle East

1r... ,o significant in European, African' and Asian history?
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A second center of civilization sprang up in northern Africa, along the Nile
River. Egyptian civilization, formed by 3000 ß.c.E., benefited from the trade
ancl technological influence of Mesopotamia, but it produced a quite differ-
ent society and culture. Less open to invasion, Egypt retained a unified state
throughout most of its history. The king, or pharaoh, possessed immense
power. The Egyptian economy was more fully government-directecl than its
Mesopotamian counterpart, which hacl a more independent business class.
Goveruuent control may have been necessary because of the complexity of
coordinating irrigation along the Nile. It nonetheless resulted in godlike
status for the pharaohs, who built splendid tombs for themselves-the
Pyramids-from 2700 s.c.E. onward. During periods of weak rule and oc-

Neither Egyptian science nor the Egyptian alphabet was as elaborate
as.lts Mesopotarnian equal, although mathematics was more advanced in
lhls civilization. Egyptian art was exceptionally lively; cheerful and colorful
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believed in many powerful gods, for the nature o

swift and unpreclictable. Prayers ancl offerings. to

were a vital part of Sumerian life' Sumerian ide

version ofthe concePt ofhell'
Sumerian political structures stressed ti

claimed divine authority. The Sumerian state h

mal territories of precivilized villages in the regi

and a more formal political structure came toget

citv-stale A [orrn olpolitic'rì organizrtirrn typical

oì'it'f ..oltrt"-i"tt civiliz¿tions; ct'nsi'tcrl oI agri-

.,,lLur¿l hint.rl.,t.ls rul<d by an urbrrr-b'tscd king'

Babylonian Empire Urrificd all of Mcsopotrrnir

c. I 800 tt.(..L ; coìl.rpscd duc to lorclSlì lnvl(ìolì

c. 1600 ß c.[

Hammurabi (r 1792-1750 ¡ c ¿ )The most inr--
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pharaoh 'fitle olkings ofancient Egypt'
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Aryan Poetry in Praise of a War Horse

The following early Vedic hymn exults in the power of a great Aryan

war horse.

And at his deep neigh, like the thunder of heaven,

The foemen tremble in fear,

For he fights against thousands, and none can resist him,
So terrible is his charge.

Rushing to glor¡ to the capture of herds,

Swooping down as a hungry falcon,
Eager to be first, he darts amid the ranks of the chariots

Happy as a bridegroom making a garland,

Spurning the dust and champing at the bit.
And the victorious steed and faithful,
His body obedient to his driver in battle,

Speeding on through the melee,

Stirs up the dust to fall on his brows.

QUESTIONS In what ways does this poem
light in warfare? What does it tell us about
their battles and their attitudes toward the
so central to their culture? How does it
manliness, heroism, and loyalty, and what
attitudes toward death?

but most of their implements were inferior to those of Mesopotamian peoples, with whom they

had contact. Their weapons were even more primitive and would have left them vulnerable to inva-

sions by peoples more adept at warfare.

Harappan society appears to have been dominated by a powerful priestly class, which ruled

from the citadel of each capital. The priests would have derived this control from their role as interme-

diaries between the Harappan populace and a number of gods and goddesses, who controlled fertility.

Representations of mother goddesses appear to have been objects of worship for the common people,

whereas a horned god was apparently favored by the priests and upper classes. The presence of these

figures in Sumer and other urban sites in the Persian Gulf region suggests that large quantities of vari-

ous commodities were traded in the region spanning Mesopotamia and the Indus River valley.

It is likely that a combination of factors led to Harappa's demise. There is evidence of severe

flooding at Mohenjo Daro and other sites. Short-term natural disasters, including severe earthquakes,

may have compounded the adverse óffects of long-term climatic changes. Shifts in the monsoon pat-

tern and changes in temperature may have begun the process of desertification that eventuaþ trans-

formed the region into the arid steppe that it has been for most of recorded history. Rapid changes in
pottery tfpes suggest sudden waves of migrants into the region. It is possible that the Harappans were

too weak militarily to prevent these incoming peoples from settling down or taking over their towns

and cities. In many cases these centers of urban life had already been abandoned in response to natu-
ral calamities, particularþ flooding. A marked decline in the quality of building and town planning
suggests that the priestly elite may have lost control over the artisans and laborers.

Some of the migrants were bands of Aryan herders who entered the Indus region over an ex-

tended period of time rather than in militant waves. But the Aryan pastoralists may have con-
sciously destroyed or neglected the dikes and canals on which the agrarian life of the Harappan
peoples had once depended. Cattle raising would then have replaced crop cultivation, further un-
dermining the economic basis of the civilization. That there was a good deal of violent conflict in
this transition cannot be ruled out. Groups of skeletons with smashed skulls or in postures of flight
from floods or foreign invaders have been found on the stairways at some sites. Thus, environmen-
tal changes and related administrative decline may have combined with the effects of nomadic mi-
grations to undermine south Asia's first civilization.

Early Civilization in China
Civilization along the Yellow River in China developed in considerable isolation, although some

le East did develop. Huang he civilization was the

ed the godlike kings of early civilization, starting
The Chinese had an unusually elaborate concept

cord a part-fact, part-fiction history of their early

nized state existed that carefully regulated irriga-
cond, by about 2000 B.c.E. the Chinese had pro-
elaborate intellectual life. They had learned how

Ancient China

Yellow River Also known as the Huanghe; site of
development of sedentary agriculture in china.
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¡ure 1.5 This detail from

rptian tomb art shows a

;band and wife harvesting

rin. As dictated bY Patriarchal

ues, the husband takes the

d in the work and the wife

lows, but in EgYPt, unlike

:sopotamia, men and women

:re depicted working together' Indian and Chinese River Valtey Civilizations

River valley civilizations develoPed in two other centers. A Pros-

perous urban civilization emerged along the Indus River bY 2500

n.c.r., suPPorting several large cities, including Harappa and

Mohenjo Daro (moh-HEN-joh-DA -roh), whose houses even

had running water. Indus River PeoPles had trading contacts with

Mesopotamia, but they develoPed their own distinctive aþhabet

and artistic forms. Infiltrations bY Indo-Europeans, however, Plus

natural calamities, resulted in such destruction that it makes it

hard to speak with confidence about either the nature of this cul-

ture or its subsequent influence on India. Harappan writing, for

example' has Yet to be deciPhered' It remains true that civilization

never had to be fuþ reinvented in India' The Indo-European migrants combined their religious and
Early

Civilization
¡n lndia political ideas with those that had taken root in the early cities' In recent times, Indians'Pride in their

early civilized history has become an important part of their national identity'

ndus River valley River sources in Himalayas

o mouth in Arabian Sea; location ofHarappan

:ivilization.

The Great Cities of the IndusValley

ed bricks. Coordinated construction on such a

massive scale might have meant an effective central government that could otganize and supervise

the daily tasks of large numbers of laborers'

The existence of a strong ruling class is also indicated by the presence of large' well fortified

citadels in each ."pit.l .ity. i;;. .i 
"äat 

may h e served as sanctuaries for the cities' populations in

buiìt to catch and control waters from the monso

were a dietary staple. Local goods were carried by rir

The cities 
"f 

H";;;; ;.r. *u¡o, trading centers. Jad_e from.china and precious jewels from

what later became nt.-u have been uneartheã at various Indus sites' Stone seals produced in the
an-
and
fact
not

leY civilization'
cánservative and

eapons inbronze'

Haraooa Along with Mohenjodaro' major urban

:ompìåx of the Èarappan civilization; laid out on



early interest in music (Figure 1.6)

By 1500 B.c.E., one of the tlibes in the north China, the Shang, conquered most of

the other tribes and established a kingdom that would lay the foundations of Chinese civi-

lization. Until recent decades we knew little more about the Shang than about their Xia

predecessors But extensive excavation of Shang sites at Anyang (ahn-yahng), Zhengzhou

(jehng-joh), and elsewhere have given us insights into many aspects of Shang cultttre and

society. In some respects they were very much like the Aryans, who were conquering

northern India cluring this same period' Like the Aryans, the Shang were warlike nomads'

They fought on horseback and from chariots with cleadly bronze weapons. Non-Shang

subject peoples provided the foot solcliers that made up the bulk of their arrnies' Like

those of Aryan India and Homeric Greece, Shang battles were wild clashes between massed

Figure 1.6 Thìs elaboratelY decorated vessel from soldiers that hinged on hand-to-hand combat between a few champions on each sicle. But

the Shang era, with its whimsical elephant figure' shows unlike the Arya¡s and ancient Greeks, the Shang warriors were ruled by strong kings, who

the sophisticated artìstic expression achìeved very early drew on their vassals'energies ancl military prowess to build an extensive empire'

in Chinese history. lt also demonstrates a high level of The Shang monarch was seen as the intermediary between the supreme being,

metalworking ability, which carried over into Shang Shangdi (shahng-clee), and ordinary mortals. His kingdom was viewed as the center of the

weapons and tools Although the design of these ritual
world, and he claimed dominion over all humankind. Shang rulers directed the affairs of

vessels often was abstract, mythical creatures such as
state and bore ritual responsibilities for the fertility of their kingdom and the well-being of

dragons and sacred birds were deftly cast in bronzes
their subjects. In the springtime, they participa ted in special ceremonies that includecl a

that remain some of the great treasures of Chinese art'
svmbolic mating with female fertility spirits' In times of drought and famine, Shang rulers,

The Shang or perhaps clesignated surrogates, were obligecl to perform ritual clances in the nude. The dancer-
Kingdom presumably the surrogate-was later burned alive to placate the spirits whose anger had causecl the
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to ride horses and were skilled in pottery; they used bronze well and by 1000 s'c'E' had in-

troduced iron, which they soon láarned to work with coal' Theif writing progressed from

scratches of lines o.r bon. to the invention of ideographic symbols. Science, particularly

astronomy, arose early. Chinese art emphasizecl delicate designs, and the Chinese claim an

Shang F¡rst hincsc clynasty for rvhich archeolog-

ic¿l cviclencc ists; c¡Pital located iLr Or<ìos bulge

o[the Huanghe; floutishcd 1600 k) 1046 8C.0.

natural calamities.
Shang monarchs were served by a sizeable bureaucracy in the capital city at Anyang and the sur-

rounding areas. But most of the peasant ancl artisan populations of the kingdoÍl were governecl by vas-

sal retainers: subordinate leacleis servi'g the king and great lords ancl usually bound to them by

personal ties. These officials were recruited from the former c classes

ãf th. -uny subordinate states. The vassals depended on th oners in

these areas to support their families ancl military forces' In varying

nurnbers of peasants, warrior aristocrats collectecl tribute (usually in the form of agricultural procluce),

which went io support the monarch and his court. They supplied soldiers for the king's armies in times

of war, ancl they kept the peace and administered justice among the peasants and townspeople'

Like the elites of ,11or-ry .u.ly civilizations, the Shang rttlers ancl nobility were preoccupied

with rituals, oracles, and sacrifices. In acldition to the fertility functions of the ruler, the entire elite

was involved in persuading spirits to provide good crops and large families' Shang altistic expres-

sion reached its ¡eak in thã oinately cårvecl anã expertly cast bronze vessels that were used to make

these offerings. Offerings inclucled hn. grain, inc :nse, wine, and animals, but Shang records also tell

of water festivals at which ritual contests were waged between rival boats, each atternpting to sinì<

the other. Those aboard the losing craft drowned when it capsized, and they were offered up to the

cleities responsible for fertility and goocl harvests'

Concern for abunclant harvests ancl victory in war led the Shang elite to put great stock in the

preclictions of shamans, or Priests' who served as oracles-sacred people who could prophesy the

iuture. Much of Shang artistìc expression went into producing the ritual objects used by the oracÌes'

Warriors about to go into battle, officials embarking on long journeys, or families negotiating mal-

riage alliances rouiinely consulted these oracles to ensure ìhat their efforts would ttlrn out well'

This reliance on the shamans strongly influenced beliefs ancl behavior in the Shang era'

The actual procedures followed by the sh mans who presicled over these rituals gave rise to

perhaps the single most impoltant element in Chinese culture-writing. Since pre-Shang times'

Chinese oracles hacl based their predictions on readings taken from animal bones or tortoise shells'

A bone or shell was clrillecl with a hole and searecl with a red-hot iron poker' The bone or shell

cracked, and the patterns of the cracks were interpreted by a shaman or priest. Over time the prac-

tice evolved of inscribing the bones and shells with paintecl designs that became part of the patterns

oracles Sh¡trans or prìests il Chincse society

who foretold the futr¡re througìr intcrprelations
t¡faniural lrones cracketl by heat; iuscriptìons on

bones led ro Chirrese rvriting

the shamans read. These designs graclually were standardizecl and came to form the basis of a writ-
ten Chinese language.

Like the hieroglyphics of the ancient Egyptians, early Chinese characters were pictographic.
Thus' they reaclily conveyecl the ideas they were intended to express. The original character"for the

with a dot i'the center, the character for a tree was a single tree, a'd a
' combinations of characters made it possibre for the cÀirrese erite to
ideas. The character for emperor, for example, combined erements of

the ideographs for king, heaven, earth, and harmony.
over time the number of characters increased substantially. By the end of the shang period,

there were an estimated 3000 characters. A well educated scholai in ihe modern era would need to
master some 8000 characters. The way they are written also changed significantly. Many characters
were simplified, and most were stylized so that they are less pictojraphic. The bones or bronze ves-
sels on which the characters were originally carved gradually guu""*äy to bamboo slips, silk scroÌls,
and wooden plates, and they in turn were supplanteá in the iJ century c.E. by pup., io critical chi-
nese invention). Assorted fine brushes and inks were developed to paint the characters, which
themselves becarne a rrrajor mode of artistic expression in later periods.'

nd the growth of civilization in China. The peo_
spoke a bewildering variety of languages, often

ere surrounded by nomadic herders to the north
cts with and llovements into the loess zone fur_

ther complicated the linguistic mucldle. But the nse of increasingly standardized and sophisticated
written characters provided the boncl that gave growing ,r.r-b... of these loess ,or.. p.opl.. a com-
mon iclentity. This sense of identity was felt most keenly by the elite groups, *ho -àr,opolizecl the
use of the characters, but eventually it filtered clown to the cultivatin! and artisan classes. With the
persistence aud growth of this iclentit¡ the Chinese people entered hiJtory for the first time.

The Heritage of the River Valley Civilizations
Many accomplishments of the river valley civilizations had a lasting impact. Monuments such as
the Egyptian pyramicls have long been regarded as one of the woncleis of the world. other achieve-
ments, although rnore prosaic, are fundamental to world history even today: the invention of the
wheel, the taming of the horse, the creation of usable alphabets ancl writing implements, the pro-
duction of key mathematical concepts such as square roots, the developÃent of well orguijr"d
monarchies ancl bureaucracies, aud the invention of functional calenclars and other divisions oftim awe that ontinue to inspire,are Ahnost in the world tåclayare the river even more clurablecon a[ later civilizations are built on the massive foun-
dations first constrncted in the river valleys.

Despite these accomplishrnents, most of the river valley civilizations were in decline by 1000
tr'c's' The civlliza many as 2500 years, although of course with perioáic ctis-
ruptions and revi dia, the new waves of invasiãn dicl produce something of a
break in the histo g line between the river valley pioneers and later cultur.es.

I Icrilagc ol' Iiar.ly (liviiizalions

This break raises one final question: besides the vital achievements-the fascinating monuments and
s in techn ncl art-what legacies did the rler valley civiliza_
? The que arly important for the Midclle East and îgypt. Ingnorance links between Indus River.accomplishmerrti arrd
there is a tion between the first civilization ànd subsequent

forms' Indeed, the uew dynasty in China, the Zhou, took over from the Shang about 1000 n.c.r., rul-ing a loose coalition of regional lords; recorded Chinese history flowecl smoothly at this point. But
what was the legacy of Mesopotamia and Egypt fol later civilizations in or near their centers?

Europeans' even North Americans, are sometimes prone to clairn these cultures as the ..ori-
gins" of the western civilization in which we live. These clãims should not be taken too literally. It is
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ideographs Pìctograph ic chirracters groupc(l to_
gether to creatc new coocepts; typicrì oI Cliìnese
wl rtilr8.

I lVostr river valley civilizations declined
after about 1 200 B.c.E.

. A [umber of small centers emerged in
the Middle East that introduced further
innovations, including the religion of
Juda ism.



the forests and deserts on the fringes of their Mediterranean emplre were increasingly linked to what were alleged to be the innate ca-

pacities of each human race. Although no one could agree on what

a race was or how many races there were, most European writers ar-

gued that some races were more inventive, moral, courageous, and

artistic-thus more capable of building civilizations-than others.

Of course, white (or Caucasian) Europeans were considered by

white European authors to be the most capable of all. The hierarchy

from savage to civilized took on a color dimension' with white at

the top, where the civilized peoples clustered, to yellow, red, brown,

and black in descending order.

Some authors sought to reserve all the attainments of civiliza-

tion for whites, or peoples of European stock. As the evolutionary

theories of thinkers such as Charles Darwin came into vogue in the

late 1800s, race and level of cultural developrnent were seen in the

perspective ofthousands ofyears ofhuman change and adaptation

rather than as being fixed in time. Nevertheless' this new perspec-

tive had little effect on the rankings of different human groups. Civ-

ilized whites were simply seen as having evolved much further than

backward and barbaric peoples.

The perceived correspondence between race and level of de-

velopment and the hardening of the boundaries between civilized

and "inferior" peoples affected much more than intellectual dis-

course about the nature and history of human society. These beliefs

were used to justify European imperialist expansion, which was seen

as a "civilizing mission" aimed at uplifting barbaric and savage peo-

ples across the globe. In the last half of the lgth centur¡ virtually all

non-Western peoples came to be dominated by the Europeans, who

were confident that the¡ as representatives of the highest civilization

ever created, were best equipped to govern lesser breeds of humans'

In the 20th century, much of the intellectual baggage that

once gave credibility to the racially embedded hierarchies of civi-
lized and savage peoples was discarded. Racist thinking was discred-

ited by 2Oth-century developments, including the revolt of the

colonized peoples and the crimes committed by the Nazis before

and during World War II in the name of racial purification. In addi-

tion, these ideas have failed because racial supremacists cannot pro-
vide convincing proof of innate differences in mental and physical

aptitude between various human groups. These trends, as well as

research that has resulted in a much more sophisticated under-

standing of evolution, have led to the abandonment of rigid and

self-serving l9th-century ideas about civilization' Yet even though

non-European peoples such as the Indians and Chinese are increas-

ingly given credit for their civilized attainments, much ethnocen-

trism remains in the ways social theorists determine who is civilized

and who is not.
Perhaps the best way to avoid the tendency to define the term

with reference to one's own society is to view civilization as one of
several human approaches to social organization rather than at-

tempting to identifl' specific kinds of cultural achievement (e.g.,

writing, cities, monumental architecture). All peoples, from small

bands of hunters and gatherers to farmers and factory workers, live

in societies. All societies produce cultures: combinations of the

ideas, objects, and patterns of behavior that result from human so-

cial interaction. But not all societies and cultures generate the sur-
plus production that permits the levels of specialization, scale, and

complexity that distinguish civilizations from other modes of social

organization. All peoples are intrinsically capable of building civi-
lizations, but many have lacked the resource base, historical circum-
stances, or desire to do so.

te Idea of Civilization 1n World
Centuries earlier, the Greeks, who had contributçd much to the rlse

ective of Roman civilization, made a similar distinction between themselves

istorical Persp
and outsiders. Because the languages of the non -Greek peoples to the

north of the Greek heartlands sounded like

belief that there afe fundamental differ-
senseless babble to the Greeks, they lumped all

the outsiders together as barbarians' which

meant "those who cannot speak Greek'" As in the
between civilized and "barbaric" or "sav-

:es
widespread.peoples 1S very ancient and The word civilizatton IS

thousands of years the Chinese set them-
the Latin of the Chinese and Aztecs, the boundaries

ttle and sheep-herding peo derived from case
Greeksves off from ca between civilized and barbarian for the

of the vast plains to the north and west of word ct vilis, meanlng cultural, not biological.:s

barbarians To
and Romans were

rlna proper whom they saw as "of the cltlzens. Until the 1 7th and 8rh centurles C.E., the

Chinese, being civilized was cultural, not bi
to cultural attributes e.8., lan

racial. If barbarians learned the
priority glven

by whichrgical or guage, dress, mannefs as the means

ìrnese language and adopted Chinese ways-
peoples set themselves off from barbaric ones was rarely

clothes they wore to the food they ate-theY were re- civilized
occurred)m the challenged. But tn those centurles, a maJor change among

rded as civilized.
thinkers 1n western Europe. Efforts were made not only to define the

A similar pattern of demarcation and cultural absorption was
barbarian but to identiff serles of

differences between civilized and a

und among the American Indian peoples of present duY Mexico.
that ranged from the lowest savagery

settled ln the valleys of the mountainous interior where stages human development
tose who

peoples the highest civilization. Depending on the writer 1n question, can-

built great civilizations, lived 1n fear of lnvaslons by to
and Rome to (not sur-ey

Chichimecs' meanlng sons didates for civilization ranged from Greece
ey regarded as barbarous and called

prisingly of the I7th and I8th centurres. Most of the other

dog." The latter were nomadic hunters and gatherers who pe- Europe
5th hadthe

north Mexico peoples of the globe whose "discovery" slnce the 1 century
odically moved down from the desert reglons of

the first place, were ranked
and settlements to prompted the efforts to classify them 1n

rto the fertile central valleys ln search of game
increasingly complex hierarchies. Nomadic cattle- and sheep-

illage. The Aztecs simply the last, and perhaps the fiercest, of 1n
central Asia, usualþwere

and herding peoples, such as the Mongols of were

long line of Chichimec peoples who entered the valleys con
9th racial differences were

had developed there. But after classified as barbarians In the centurY,
uered the urban-based emplres that

hierarch¡ with white people seen as having evolved the QUESTIONS Identifr a society you consider civilized. What crite-

ria did you use to determine that it was civilized? Can you apply

those criteria to other societies? Can you think of societies that
might not fit your criteria and yet be civilizations? Do the stan-

dards that you and others use reflect your own society's norms and

achievements rather than neutral, more universal criteria?

settled down, they adopted many of the religious added to the
1e conquerors

the material culture most advanced civilizations.
eliefs and institutional patterns and much of

second shift Western ideas about civilizationThe maror 1n

f defeated peoples.
began at the end of the 1 8rh centurY but did not really take hold

The word civilization 1S derived from the Latin word civilis,
with growlng emphasis 1n Euro-

coined by the Romans. They until a centurY later. In keeping a

reanmg "of the citizens." The term was
thinking and social interaction on racial or biological differ-

Lsed it to distinguish betlveen themselves âs citizens of a cosmopoli- pean
social organization and cultural expressron

urban-based civilization and the "inferior" peoples who lived 1n ences, modes of human
âft,

New Societies in the Middle East

There was a final connection between early and later civilizations in the form of regional cultures that
sprang up under the influence of Mesopotamia and Egypt, along the eastern shores of the Mediter-
ranean mainly after 1200 n.c.r. Although the great empires from Sumer through Babylon were dis-
rupted ancl the Egyptian state finally declined, civilization in the Middle East had spread widely enough
to encourage a set of smaller cultures capable of surviving and even flourishing after the great empires
became weak. These cultures produced important innovations that would affect later civilizations in
the Middle East and throughout the Mediterranean. They also created a diverse array of regional identi-
ties that would continue to mark the Middle East even as other forces, like the Roman Empire or the
later religion of Islam, took center stage. Several of these small cultures proved immensely durable, and
in their complexity and capacity to survive, they would influence other parts of the world as well.

alphabet with 22
Iette and Latin alpha_
bets at traders, set up
coro the Lydians, first
introduced coined money.

Phoenicians Seafaring civilization located on the
sho¡es of the eastern Me<literranean; established

colonies throughout the Medite¡ranean.
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tamia contributed much to later political tradi-

measuring time or charting the stars'

Some historians of philosophy have asserted a basic division between a Mesopotamian and

Chinese understanding of nature, which they cla

ranean in contrast to China' Mesopotamians we

nature, whereas Chinese thinking developed alo

some fundamental thinking helped shape later

assess. Mesopotamian art and Egyptian archite

styles, later EuroPea:

much the Egyptians' whose culture had influenced island civilizations'

such a ater Greek stYles'
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notheism The excltrsive worship of a single

; introduced by tìre Jews into Western

lization.
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)udaistn

The most influential of the smaller Middle Eastern groups, however, were the Jews, who gave the

world the first clearly developed monotheistic religion. We have seen that early religions, both be-

fore and after the beginnings of civilization, were polytheistic, claiming that many gods and god-

desses worked to control natqre and human destiny. The Jews, a Semitic people influenced by

Babylonian civilization, settled near the Mediterranean around 1200 ¡.c.p. The Jewish state was

small and relatively weak, retaining independence only when othel parts of the Middle East were in

political turmoil. What was distinctive about this culture was its firm belief that a single God guided

the destinies of the Jewish people. Priests ancl prophets defined and emphasized this beliel and

their history of God's guidance of the |ews formed the basis for the Hebrew Bible' The Jewish reli-

gion and moral code persisted even as the Jewish state suffered domination by a series of foreign

iulers, from 7728.c.8. until the Romans seized the state outright in 63 n.c.n. )ewish monotheism

has sustained a distinctive fewish culture to our own day; it would also serve as a key basis for the

development of both Christianity and Islam as major world religions.

Because Judaism stressed God's special compact with the chosen Jewish people, there was no

premium placed on converting non-Jews. This belief helps explain the durability of the Jewish faith it-

self; it also kept the Jewish people in a minority position in the Middle East as a whole. However, the

elaboration of monotheism had a wide, if not immediate, significance. In Jewish hands, the concept of

God became less humanlike, more abstract. This represented a basic change in not only religion but

also humankind's overall outlook. God had not only a power but also a rationality far different from

what the traditional gods of the Middle East or Egypt possessed. These gods were whimsical and

capricious; the fewish God was orderly and just, and individuals would know what to expect if they

obeyed God's rules. God was also linkecl to ethical conduct, to proper moral behavior. Religion for the

|ews was a way of life, not merely a set of rituals and ceremonies. The full impact of this religious

transformation on Middle Eastern civilization would be realized only later, when fewish beliefs were

embraced by other, proseþizing faiths. However, the basic concept of monotheistic religion was one

of the legacies of the end of the fìrst great civilization period to the new cultures that would soon arise.

Assessing the Ear:ly Civiliz¿rtion Pcriod

Overall, the river valley civilizations, flourishing for many centuries, created a basic set of tools' in-

tellectual concepts such as writing and mathematics, and political forms that woulcl persist and

spread to other parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa. Invasion and natural calamities in India, and inva-

sion and political decline in Egypt, marked a fairly firm break between the institutions of these river

valley civilizations and those that would later develop. Huang he civilization, in contrast, flowed

more fully into the more extensive Chinese civilization that would follow. The Middle East' where

civilization had first been born, provided the most complex heritage of all. Here too there was a

break between the initial series of riverine empires and the civilizations of Greece and Persia that

would later dominate the region. However, the development of smaller cultures, such as that of the

Jews, provided a bridge between the river valley period and later Middle Eastern societ¡ producing

vital new inventions and ideas. The smaller cultures also generated a deeply entrenched network of

regional or minority values and institutions that would continue to make the Middle East a com-

plex, vibrant, ancl sometimes troubled part of the world.

One final result of the first, long period of human civilization is certainly clear: a pattern of

division among the world's peoples. The diffusion of Homo sapiens sapiens set the initial stage.

Small groups of people spread to almost every corner of the world but maintained little contact

with each other thereafter. Separate languages and cultures developed widely. The rise of agriculture

stimulated new links, and the spread of farming and new technologies began to cut into local isola-

tion. Trade soon entered the picture. Although most commerce centered within a region, linking a

city to its hinterland, a few routes traveled greater distances. By 1000 s.c.¡., Phoenicians traded with

Britain for metals (they bought lead to make bronze), while Chinese silk was reaching Egypt' Here

we have one of the basic themes of world history: steadily proliferating contacts against a back-

ground of often fierce local identity.
The rise of civilization further reduced local autonom¡ as kings ancl priests tried to spread

trade contacts and cultural forms and warred to gain new territory. Civilization itself was an inte-

grating force at alarger regional level, although, as we have seen in the Middle East, smaller identi-
ties persisted. However, individual civilizations had only sporadic contacts with each other. The¡
and their leading institutions and cultural forms, developed separately. Thus, four distinct centers
of civilization developed (five, if the emerging Olmec culture in Mexico is included), each with
widely varied patterns, from style of writing to beliefs about nature.

The early civilizations shared important features, including cities, trade, and writing, that
helped them meet the common basic definition of civilization in the first place. They also fre-
quently developed some mutual relationships, although the Huang he culture in China is one ex-
ample of a civilization that flourished in relative isolation. Egypt and Mesopotamia, in particular,
had recurrent contacts through trade and war. But the values or belief systems of each civilization,
and their manifestation in political and business styles, were not so easily disseminated. Even rela-
tively close neighbors, such as Egypt and Mesopotamia, developed radically different political atti-
tudes, beliefs about death, and artistic styles. Civilization and considerable diversity thus coexisted
hand in hand.

Global Connections
'l'he Early Civilizations and the World
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Further Readings

World historians have been drawn to Ronald Wright's A Short His-
tory of Progress (2004), which attempts to show how even the most
recent of humanity's struggles can be better understood by exam-
ining its origins and early history. Perhaps the fullest account of
human prehistory available is Brian Fagan's People of the Eørth
(1998), which includes an extensive bibliography on prehistoric
developments in virtually all regions of the world. A considerable
literature has cleveloped in recent years on early humans and the
critical Neolithic transformations. fohn Mears's pamphlet on
Agricultural Origins in Global Perspective (American Historical As-
sociation, 2000) provides a concise and authoritative survey ofthis
process in key regions over much of the globe. For other broad
overviews that trace the archeological and historical discoveries
that made it possible for us to understand these critical processes in
the shaping of hurnan histor¡ see Robert l. Wenke's patterns in pre-
history ( 1984) and C. Wesley Cowan and Patty fo Watson, eds., The
Origins of Agrictilture: An International Perspective (1992).

For a clear discussion of clebates on the Neolithic revolution
and references to major authors and works, see Stephen K.
Sanderson, Social Tiansformqtions (1995). Several of these works
are of special relevance, despite their sometimes technical lan-
guage and details, especially Donald O. Henry's From Foraging to
Agriculture (1989), Douglas Price and James A. Brown, eds.,
Prehistoric Hunter-Gatlterers: The Emergence of Cultural Complex-
ity (1986), and Allen W. fohnson and Timothy F,arle, The
Evolution of Human Societies: From Forøging to Agriculture (19S7).

Two excellent studies can guide additional work on early
civilization in Mesopotamia: C. L. Redman's The Rise of Civiliza-
tiott: From Eørly Fanners to Llrban Society in the Ancient Near East
(1988) and Marc Van de Mieroop, Kng Hammurabi of Babylon: A
Biography (2005). See also Trevor Bryce, The Trojans and Their
Neighbors (2006); Sarah Iles Johnston, Ancient Religions (2007);
C. B. F. Walker, Cwreifonn (1987); G. W. Bowersock, Mosaics as
History: Tlrc Near East from Late Antiquity to Islam (2006); and

Mesopotamia and Egypt presented two different approaches to re-
lationships outside the home region. Mesopotamia was flat, with
few natural barriers to recurrent invasion from the north. perhaps

for this reason, Mesopotamian leaders thought in terms of expan-
sion. Many conquering emperors expanded their territor¡ though
within the Middle East. Many traders pushed outward, dealing ei-
ther with merchants to the east or sending expeditions into the
Mediterranean and beyond, and also to India. The Middle East's
role as active agent in wider contact was clearly being established.

Egypt, though not isolated, was more self-contained. There
was irnportant trade and interaction along the Nile to the south,
which brought mutual influences with the peoples of Kush and
Ethiopia. Trade and influence also linked Egypt to Mediterranean
islands like Crete, south of Greece. A few interactions, finally, oc-
currecl with Mesopotamia. But most Egyptians, including the lead-
ers, thought of Eglpt as its own world. There was less need or desire
to learn of wider horizons. Correspondingl¡ ancient Egypt played
less of a role as intermediary among regioni than did trrtes'opoiamia.

River valley civilization in China had fewer far-reaching con-
tacts than its counterpart in Mesopotamia. Ultimately, however,

n_ese irrigation systems became increasingly sophisticatecl, involving
engtneering principles that would gain wider scope later on.

widely with Mesopotamia, but
cant influence. The decline of
the civilization's impact on later
Harappan civilization proved

I disasters and climate change,
omparison of the early civihza-

ent patterns of scope ancl legacy.



W F. Saggs, Bøbyloniøns ( 1995). Important studies of Egypt in-

rde T. G. H.Iames, Ancient Egypt: The Lønd and Its Legacy (1988);

C. Grimal, A History of Ancient Egypt (1992); Christiance Ces-

ches Nobleco ur1, Gifts from the Pharaohs: How Egyption Civi-

ation Shaped the Modern Wortd Q0A7); Zaht Hawass, and

ountains of the Phøraohs: The 'tlntold Story of the Pyrømid

ùlders (2006). See also Donald B. Redford's From Sløve to

nrøoh: The Black Experience ofAncient Egypt (2004)'

For an excellent study of non-Western science beginning

th the Egyptians and Mesopotamians, see Dick Teresi, Iosr Dls-

veries: The Ancient Roots of Modern Science-From the Babyloni-

s to the Møya (2002).

For the most authoritative, up-to-date and detailed coverage of

aspects of Harappan civilization, see Gregory L .Possehl, Indus Age:

rc Beginnings (1999); and Mark Kenoyer, Ancient Cities of the Indus

rltey Civitizøtion (1998). For a sense of the state of archeological re-

arch and recent discoveries, see the sometimes technical essays in

rssehl, ed., Hørappan Civilization: A Contemporøry Perspective

982); andN. N. Bhattacharyya, Ancient Indian History and Civilim-

m: Tiends and Perspectives (1988). On ancient Indian political sys-

ms, see A. C. Pande¡ Government in Ancient India (2000).

For ancient China, the most current interpretations can be

und in the superb essays in Michael Loewe and Edward L.

raughness¡ eds, The Cambridge History of Ancient China: From
,e Origins of Civilizøtion to 221 n.c. (1999)' The nomadic impact

:r the formation of China is treated mainly from the Chinese per-

rective by Nicola Di Cosmo , Ancient China ønd Its Enemies (2002).

)n the Web

virtual tour of the social life of early humans in the Americas,

rcluding weaving and toolmaking can be taken at http ll
ecosrio.com/. The dramatic findings at Olduvai Gorge made by

re Leakey family that revolutionized knowledge about human

rehistory can be viewed at http://www.talkorigins'org/. Views of
lhauvet, rich in cave paintings' can be found at http://w-ww

.ulture. gottv.frlculture/arcnat/chauvet/en/. A virtual walk through

n exhibit on human prehistory is offered at http://users.hol'gr/

dilos/plehis/prerm5.htm includes a gallery of art and artifacts,

nd an artist's reconstruction of Çatal Hüyük' Çatal Hüyük is

erved by an exciting interactive site at http://okapi.dreamhosters

:om/rernixing/mainpage.htmì.
It is possible to make a virtual visit to the Mesopotamian

ity of Ur at http://www.mnsu.edu/emuseum/archaeology/sites/
Lriddle-east/ur.html and also the city of Nippur at http://oi.uchicago

:c1u/research/projects/nip/nsc.htrrl.
It is also possible to take virtual tours of key sites of Egypt-

rn (http://www.ancientegypt.co.uk/menu.html) and Nubian/Kushite

ivilizations (http://www.nubianet.org/about/¿rbout-history6.html
nd http://oi.ucl-ricago.edu/OI/PROI/NUB/NUBX92/NUBX92

-blochure.html). A head-turning virtual three-dimensional walk

hrough an Egyptian pyramid is offered at http://www.pbs.olg/
vgbh/nova/pyrar.r-rid/explo re/khufti. html. The daily life of ancient

Egyptians is addressed aL http://homepage.Powerup'corn.att/

-ancient/lifel.htm and http://www.touregypt'net/historicaiessays/
lifeinEgyptl l.htm. How the Egyptian goddess Isis may have influ-
enced the women of ancient Nubia is explored at http://nysinger

.homesteacl.cotn/nubianwornen.htr¡1. The ancient civilizations

of Persia can be viewed at http://members.ozemail'com'au/

-ancientpersia/intro-frn-r.htrnl, while the Persian capital of Perse-

http://oi.uchicago.eclu/museum/
: //www. crystalinks. com/iran.html.

Ancient mathematical and writing systems are examined at

http://www.rnath.wichita.edu/history/topics/ancient.html' http://

w\,wv- groups.clcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/-history/Indexes/Egyptians'html,
http://oi.uchicago.eclu/museurn/virtual/eg/d.html' and at the amaz-

ingly colorful
The his can be stud-

ied at http://www.clinur.org/1'htrnl?rsID=219, http://wu'w.pbs

.org/wnet/heritage/index.html, http://score.rims.kl 2'ca.us/activity/

ancient-hebrews/, and http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary'org/jsource/
Archaeology/archtoc.htrnl (accessed also via http://wvrw

.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/). For ludaism's place among other Abra-

hamic religions (Christianity and Islam), see http://en'wikipedia
. org/wiki/Abrahamic-religions.

The Yellow River as the cradle of Chinese civilization is ana-

lyzed at http ://www.cis.umassd. eclu/ - gleung/ and http ://wsu. edu/

-cIee/ANCCHINA/YELLOW.HTM. Early Chinese oracle bones

and their place in the evolution of writing are explored at

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oracle-bone. Images drawn from

early Chinese history and culture can be viewed at http://www

.chaos.umcl.eclu/histor:y/ancient1.html and http://www.chinapage

.com/content.html . Early Chinese ethical systems are discussed at

http://www.san.beck.org/EC 1 3-Chou.html.
An overview of early Indian history and culture may be

found at http://www.mnsu. eclu/emttseum/prehistory/inclia/indus/
geography.html, http://pubweb.cc.u-tokai.ac.jplindus/english/index
.htrnl, and http://library.thinkquest.orglll3T2ldalalhistory
.htrn.Two principal cities of the Indus Valle¡ Harappa and Mo-

henjo Daro, can be visited virtually at http://www.harappa.com/

inclex.htn-rl and http ://wwrv.harappa'com/indus/slideindex.html.
The art of the Indus Valley is explored at http://www.art-

and-archaeology.corn/timelines/inclia/early'html and http://www

.acccl.eclu/sac/vat/arthistory/arts1303/Indial.htm. The cultures of
ancient Sumer and India are compared at http://www.hyperhistory

.net/apwh/essays/comp/cwO2summeriansharappans34 I 00 1 I 8.htm'

Southeast Asia is discussed at http://www.seasite.niu.edu/Tagalog/
Tagal t-files/Phil an

.htm /findarticle 13
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Test Prep

The transformation that was most responsible for initially
moving humans toward civilization was the

(A) the introduction of the use of iron.
(B) growth of towns and cities.

(C) rise of agriculture.

(D) rise of specialized classes.

2. The emergence of sedentary agriculture

(A) occurred simultaneously in various places and spread
around the world.

(B) began only in the savannas of West Africa.
(C) started in the Middle East first but developed inde-

pendently in other areas.

(D) arose in the river valleys of the Huang he and yangtze.

3. Cuneiform and other types of writing are important in part
because they

(A) help organize elaborate political structures.

(B) normally reduce social stratification.

(C) can compel leaders to follow written guidelines of
behavior.

(D) hinder economic development in certain circumstances.

4. Which of the following is NOT a feature of Sumerian
civilization?

(A) a simplified alphabet of 22leÍfers.
(B) ziggurats.

(C) cuneiform.

(D) a numeric system based on 10, 60, and 360.
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5. Unlike Sumer and Egypt, the Indus Valley or Harappan
civilization
(A) became a geographic center for a unified, continuous

culture lasting millennia.

(B) is particularly difficult to study because its writing has
not been deciphered.

(C) was secure from nomadic incursions and invasions.

(D) never developed a military social class.

6. Compared to river valley cultures in Egypt and Mesopotamia,
Chinese civilization

(A) probably developed after civilizations in the Nile Valley
and Mesopotamia.

(B) predates the rise of civilization in both Egypt and
Mesopotamia.

(C) developed simultaneously with Egypt and
Mesopotamia.

(D) did not rely on heavy irrigation as year round water
was plentiful.

7. Stone tools, hunting and gathering, and an increasing num-
ber of Homo sapiens sapiens are features of the

(A) Late Paleolithic Age.

(B) Bronze Age.

(C) EarlyCopperAge.

(D) River valley civilizations.

AP*

Free-Response euestion
To what extent was the Neolithic revolution responsible for the
development of early civilizations? What are the problems in
Positing a direct connection?


